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MERN Quick Start Guide 2018-05-31 the mern stack is a collection of great tools mongodb expressjs react
and node that provide a strong base for a developer to build easily maintainable web applications with each of
them a javascript or javascript based technology the shared programming language means it takes less time to
develop web applications
A Quick Start Guide to Cloud Computing 2010-10-03 cloud computing has caused a marketing fog confusing
business executives seeking to understand the technology s potential applications and business benefits a quick
start guide to cloud computing cuts through the industry hype and provides non technical explanations about
what it is and how it can improve your business with case studies from large and small business it shows how
enabling a remote workforce and sharing resources can reduce your organisation s carbon footprint it describes
the benefits of cloud computing how to choose the right supplier and technologies for your particular business
key security issues and the perils and pitfalls to avoid this quick start guide puts business needs before
technology enabling you to make confident decisions about it strategy make the right choices for your business
and reject solutions that fix problems you don t have
Business Analysis Quick Start Guide 2010-08-31 this quick start guide is the first published book of the e analyst
redbook series the book starts with describing the role of the business analyst it is broken down into the various
phases of the software development life cycle and walks you through conducting interviews gathering
requirements documenting requirements and communicating stakeholders and with each member of the project
team
The New Consultant's Quick Start Guide 2019-04-30 an action plan for working as a consultant
management consulting is a 250 billion industry and growing at a rate of over four percent annually many
predict that more than 40 percent of the u s workforce will soon be contingent freelance or consulting members
of the workforce making this book more relevant than ever individuals become independent consultants out of
necessity or preference necessity because they lost their job or the company offered an attractive exit package
preference because they want a career change more control over their time or an enriched varied work
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situation consulting also appeals to the millennial workforce who are searching for careers that offer a good
salary as well as meaningful work the new consultant s quick start guide serves as a companion to the new
business of consulting provides you with a place to plan your transition into consulting helps you identify your
niche develop a business plan charge what you re worth and create a marketing strategy to ensure a steady
stream of clients prepares you for changes you will encounter beyond your professional life including social
family and financial aspects the new consultant s quick start guide helps you work through the challenges of
consulting such as working alone deciding on necessary insurance coverage finding your first clients struggling
with cash flow and understanding market trends
Quick Start Guide to VHDL 2023-11-21 this textbook provides a starter s guide to vhdl this book can be used
in conjunction with a one semester course in digital systems design or on its own for designers who only need
an introduction to the language this book is designed to provide a bottoms up approach to learning the vhdl
language this design supports a course in which foundational knowledge is covered before moving into
advanced topics however this design also supports use as a reference manual the author has designed the
presentation with learning goals and assessment at its core each section addresses a specific learning outcome
that the student should be able to do after its completion the concept checks and exercise problems provide a
rich set of assessment tools to measure student performance on each outcome
Selenium WebDriver Quick Start Guide 2018-10-30 get writing tests and learn to design your own testing
framework with selenium webdriver api key featureslearn selenium from the ground updesign your own testing
frameworkcreate reusable functionality in your frameworkbook description selenium webdriver is a platform
independent api for automating the testing of both browser and mobile applications it is also a core technology
in many other browser automation tools apis and frameworks this book will guide you through the webdriver
apis that are used in automation tests chapter by chapter we will construct the building blocks of a page object
model framework as you learn about the required java and selenium methods and terminology the book starts
with an introduction to the same origin policy cross site scripting dangers and the document object model dom
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moving ahead we ll learn about xpath which allows us to select items on a page and how to design a customized
xpath after that we will be creating singleton patterns and drivers then you will learn about synchronization and
handling pop up windows you will see how to create a factory for browsers and understand command design
patterns applicable to this area at the end of the book we tie all this together by creating a framework and
implementing multi browser testing with selenium grid what you will learnunderstand what an xpath is and how
to design a customized xpathlearn how to create a maven project and buildcreate a singleton driverget to grips
with jenkins integrationcreate a factory for browsersimplement multi browser testing with selenium gridcreate a
sample pop up window and javascript alertreport using extent reportswho this book is for this book is for
software testers or developers
QUICK START GUIDE TO BODYWEIGHT STRENGTH TRAINING 2008-08-06 interested in building strength
and muscle with bodyweight training but don t know where to start you have found the right guide quick start
guide to bodyweight strength training is here to get you started with progressive bodyweight strength training
this guide includes 1 year of training programs that are based on well known strength training splits a free tool
to track your workouts in google sheets track your progress and level up when it s time exercise progression
from beginner to one arm push up pistol squat and more basic instruction for each exercise example video links
in the training tool no ads no registration no third party data storage it all works from your own google drive
what are you waiting for download the programs and get started today what you get exactly 1 a training guide
for progressive bodyweight strength training 2 tracking tool that includes pre made bodyweight strength
training programs based on 2 3x week fullbody upper lower and bodypart splits customizable workout template
with up to 4 workout days a week one finger logging with mobile phone guides included to each progression
video links included to each exercise you can add custom exercises to list training block length 5 12weeks
tracking sheet that counts total number of reps done in a workout and highlights the rep count with green if you
made progress if you perform less reps than last time the cell will turn red planning sheet calculates the training
volume for each muscle group for you all features implemented with basic sheet functions no scripts used so it
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is safe to use and requires no special permissions go up or down in the progressions and select the exercises
according to your strength level total workout time tracking included track individual exercises as a chart have
fun building strength and muscle with this guide and tracking tool
Become A Handyman - A Quick Start Guide 2013-04-30 are you tired of working for someone else want
more control over your time and the work that you do want to take more vacations become a handyman before
you can make the decision to start your own handyman business there are a number of questions that need to
be answered how will you set your rates and how quickly will you be up and running are there licensing
requirements what type of work will you be doing and what skills are required how will you market yourself
these questions and many more are answered in become a handyman a quick start guide the author shares his
experiences starting a handyman business he shares the secrets to earning significantly more than the average
handyman and has included a handyman pricing guide with pictures to help you successfully price your first
jobs become a handyman a quick start guide will help you start your own successful and profitable handyman
business
MicroStrategy Suite Quick Start Guide for MicroStrategy 9. 3. 1 2015-02-01 evaluate microstrategy as a
departmental solution this book provides detailed information to download install configure and use the
microstrategy reporting suite
MicroStrategy Suite Quick Start Guide for MicroStrategy 9.5 2018-12-27 learn quick and effective
techniques to get up and running with building blockchain including ethereum and hyperledger fabric key
featuresunderstand the key concepts of decentralized applications and consensus algorithmslearn key concepts
of ethereum and solidity programmingpractical guide to get started with build efficient blockchain applications
with ethereum and hyperledgerbook description blockchain is a technology that powers the development of
decentralized applications this technology allows the construction of a network with no single control that
enables participants to make contributions to and receive benefits from the network directly this book will give
you a thorough overview of blockchain and explain how a blockchain works you will begin by going through
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various blockchain consensus mechanisms and cryptographic hash functions you will then learn the
fundamentals of programming in solidity the defacto language for developing decentralize applications in
ethereum after that you will set up an ethereum development environment and develop package build and test
campaign decentralized applications the book also shows you how to set up hyperledger composer tools
analyze business scenarios design business models and write a chain code finally you will get a glimpse of how
blockchain is actually used in different real world domains by the end of this guide you will be comfortable
working with basic blockchain frameworks and develop secure decentralized applications in a hassle free
manner what you will learnunderstand how blockchain hashing workswrite and test a smart contract using
soliditydevelop and test a decentralized applicationbuild and test your application using hyperledger
fabricimplement business network using hyperledger composertest and interact with business network
applicationswho this book is for the book is for developers analysts or anyone looking to learn about blockchain
in a quick and easy manner
Blockchain Quick Start Guide 2019-01-09 if you would like to take your online presence to the next level with
a sophisticated website or blog that you can manage yourself then the the wordpress quickstart guide is the
instruction manual you need wordpress is one of the most popular blogging platforms available today and
michael hayslip has created a streamlined guide to help you get a wordpress powered site up in no time
The Secret Quick Start Guide 2009-12-06 the ultimate beginner s guide to forex trading includes a
comprehensive online library of trading digital tools the only forex trading book complete with a library of free
digital trading tools including the author s own trade analyzer and a powerful trading indicator billions of dollars
are moving through the forex market every hour are you ready to start trading foreign exchange traders
capitalize on exposure to the largest financial market in the world foreign currency markets run around the
clock and with little more needed than an internet connection popular currency pairs can be traded from
anywhere on the globe with high liquidity a decentralized marketplace and commission free trading across the
board foreign exchange trading is a powerful tool for anyone who wants to take control of their own financial
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success story in forex trading quickstart guide author and veteran trader troy noonan draws on his decades long
career spent in the trenches of the foreign currency markets to outline the exact path that new forex traders
should take the book presents insights distilled from thousands of trades on the global forex markets including
guidance on technical and fundamental analysis interpreting charts and mastering the psychology of successful
forex traders wild trading successes the lessons learned from painful failures and the resulting forex trading
fundamentals that troy has imparted to thousands of trading students are on full display in this book it doesn t
matter if you are an experienced trader who is new to the foreign currency asset class or a complete novice just
getting started this book will demystify the international foreign currency market and put you firmly on the path
to success forex trading quickstart guide is perfect for complete beginners even if you ve never placed a forex
trade before people who tried trading foreign currency in the past but didn t find success because of
complicated courses or phony forex gurus existing forex traders who want to hone their skills increase their
earning potential anyone who wants the freedom of making full time income with part time effort forex trading
quickstart guide explains the inner workings of the foreign exchange market currency pairs how to spot
opportunities and execute winning trades how to back test and validate your trade plans to minimize trading
risk you will learn the mechanics of the foreign currency markets how to analyze popular currency pairs how to
identify good entry points and how to interpret the geopolitical factors others miss technical and fundamental
analysis how to interpret the language of the markets and know when to hold on to your money how to spot
warning signs and the signals that tell pro traders when to make a move the psychology of trading forex the
often discounted but essential mindset changes that bring pro traders to the head of the pack how to pick a
broker what essential features to look for in a world class broker how to read the charts they provide how to
interpret chart patterns and more lifetime access to free forex trading digital assets forex trading quickstart
guide comes with lifetime access to a library of exclusive tools and videos designed to help you get started
quickly and become a better trader faster giving back quickstart guides proudly supports one tree planted as a
reforestation partner all market exposure including forex trading carries a risk of financial loss losses may
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exceed deposits no system or trading approach can eliminate financial risk
WordPress Quickstart Guide 2022-02-28 the best sql book for beginners hands down includes free access to
a sample database sql browser app comprehension quizes several other digital resources not sure how to
prepare for the data driven future this book shows you exactly what you need to know to successfully use the
sql programming language to enhance your career are you a developer who wants to expand your mastery to
database management then you need this book buy now and start reading today are you a project manager
who needs to better understand your development team s needs a decision maker who needs to make deeper
data driven analysis everything you need to know is included in these pages the ubiquity of big data means that
now more than ever there is a burning need to warehouse access and understand the contents of massive
databases quickly and efficiently that s where sql comes in sql is the workhorse programming language that
forms the backbone of modern data management and interpretation any database management professional
will tell you that despite trendy data management languages that come and go sql remains the most widely
used and most reliable to date with no signs of stopping in this comprehensive guide experienced mentor and
sql expert walter shields draws on his considerable knowledge to make the topic of relational database
management accessible easy to understand and highly actionable sql quickstart guide is ideal for those seeking
to increase their job prospects and enhance their careers for developers looking to expand their programming
capabilities or for anyone who wants to take advantage of our inevitably data driven future even with no prior
coding experience sql quickstart guide is for professionals looking to augment their job skills in preparation for a
data driven future job seekers who want to pad their skills and resume for a durable employability edge
beginners with zero prior experiencemanagers decision makers and business owners looking to manage data
driven business insights developers looking to expand their mastery beyond the full stackanyone who wants to
be better prepared for our data driven future in sql quickstart guide you ll discover the basic structure of
databases what they are how they work and how to successfully navigate them how to use sql to retrieve and
understand data no matter the scale of a database aided by numerous images and examples the most
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important sql queries along with how and when to use them for best effect professional applications of sql and
how to sell your new sql skills to your employer along with other career enhancing considerations lifetime
access to free sql resources each book comes with free lifetime access to tons of exclusive online resources to
help you master sql such as workbooks cheat sheets and reference guides giving back quickstart guides proudly
supports one tree planted as a reforestation partner
Forex Trading QuickStart Guide 2019-11-19 the ultimate beginner s guide to digital marketing includes a
comprehensive online library of digital marketing tools the future of business growth is digital are you prepared
digital marketers tap into an unprecedented ability to discover and reach motivated customers at scale now
more than ever digital marketing strategies are the key for emerging brands new and veteran entrepreneurs
and businesses of all sizes to convert customers in digital spaces with the availability of cost effective
advertising content marketing social media marketing email marketing and more there has never been a better
time to connect with your customers and grow your business in digital marketing quickstart guide author and
veteran marketer benjamin sweeney distills a decade s worth of marketing experience into a crash course that
covers everything from marketing fundamentals to sophisticated digital strategies infused with marketing
wisdom that is as invaluable on day one as on day one thousand digital marketing quickstart guide equips
readers with the skills and strategies they need to reach customers and grow their businesses whether you are
a freelancer selling your services to businesses an entrepreneur who needs more customers a student who
needs to get up to speed fast or an online creator artist or influencer you will find value in these pages it doesn t
matter if you have never run a facebook ad before or are a successful entrepreneur who just can t make your
digital marketing efforts click anyone can become a savvy digital marketer by using the tools and tactics
presented in this book digital marketing quickstart guide is perfect for entrepreneurs who want to take control
of their digital marketing and grow their business freelancers and members of the gig economy looking to
diversify their service offerings in house or agency marketers who want to brush up on digital marketing
fundamentals business and marketing students who need a digital marketing edge influencers artists creators
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and anyone who needs to sell or connect with more people in digital spaces digital marketing quickstart guide
explains how to use digital marketing channels to connect with more people and win more customers how to
nail down exactly who your customer is and how to create a marketing strategy that reaches those people
where they spend time online how to boost your search rankings and get your business seen by the millions of
people using search engines every day how to use social media marketing to increase engagement and round
out an effective marketing strategy you will learn modern marketing fundamentals how timeless marketing
basics can be repurposed for digital spaces building your own digital marketing toolkit exactly how digital
marketing tools work and how to use them digital marketing in action how to organize and implement
campaigns that reach and convert at scale digital strategy design how to structure your digital marketing
strategy to save money and get results digital marketing core concepts using social email cost effective
advertising mastering seo and more lifetime access to free digital marketing digital assets digital marketing
quickstart guide comes with lifetime access to a huge library of exclusive tools designed to help you get started
quickly and hit your marketing goals faster giving back quickstart guides proudly supports one tree planted as a
reforestation partner
SQL QuickStart Guide 2022-04-25 the best book for new or experienced entrepreneurs who want to grow
their business you ve started a brand new business are you ready to crush the competition it s no secret that
starting a new business isn t easy once everything is up and running however entrepreneurs face a new set of
challenges it s time to leave the uncertainty behind and start scaling the success of your business best selling
author professor and consultant ken colwell phd mba knows what it takes to fuel the growth that brings a new
business out of the early startup days and into a new phase of profitability drawing on nearly three decades of
hands on experience colwell lays out the clearest path yet for new entrepreneurs who need to manage hiring
daily operations and business growth while developing critical leadership time management and growth
mindset skills use the guidance in this book to secure the future of your business it doesn t matter if your
company is two weeks old or two years old this book will teach you how to scale operations strengthen your
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bottom line and build a resilient business that stands out from the competition for years to come running and
growing a business quickstart guide is perfect for new or experienced entrepreneurs getting their businesses off
the ground first time entrepreneurs planning for the future current business owners who are struggling to scale
or aren t happy with their rate of growth new managers new startup hires or current employees angling for a
promotion anyone who wants to get a better picture of how best to manage a business for the long term
running and growing a business quickstart guide explains how to scale your business and stand out in a
competitive business environment how to excel at business management fundamentals from managing your llc
to growing your company how to run your start up on a day to day month to month and year to year basis how
fund growth without overextending yourself and maintaining profitability how to become a better manager how
to improve your work life balance and how to lead your business to new heights of success you will learn growth
management fundamentals how to ignite control and profitably sustain business growth how to grow as an
entrepreneur learn valuable time management skills and how to live a self actualized life how to be a better
leader learn how to inspire your team delegate effectively and achieve your goals how to manage your business
measure and improve day to day success standardize procedures and scale profitably how to hire the perfect
team how to accelerate business innovation how to grow your bottom line and more if you have ever looked at
your new business and asked yourself where do i go from here this book is for you ken colwell phd mba is also
the author of the bestselling book starting a business quickstart guide lifetime access to free business growth
digital assets running and growing a business quickstart guide comes with free lifetime access to a
comprehensive library of tools and templates to help you grow your business quickly giving back clydebank
media proudly supports one tree planted as a reforestation partner
Digital Marketing QuickStart Guide 2022-09-19 if you ve ever heard a song in your head and wanted to be
able to write it the quickstart guide to songwriting will lead the way starting with choosing a subject to write
your song about then writing a lyric a memorable hook a singable melody and then adding harmony and rhythm
you will write a song of your own even if you might think you are not musical or lyrical you can write a song the
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quickstart guide to songwriting is an easy step by step introduction in teaching you how to create your own
song write a song today
Running & Growing a Business QuickStart Guide 2017-09-11 do you want to learn javascript but don t
know where to start are you overwhelmed by the 1 000 page long books that simply have too much information
and are impossible to follow do you want to be up and running with javascript in just a few hours do you like
getting the best bang for your buck of course you do if so then look no further javascript quickstart guide will
take you step by step through the learning process so you will understand the fundamentals of javascript and
how to integrate javascript into your web pages in minutes are you looking to change careers to something that
will pay you more and have more flexibility are you looking to learn just for fun on the side no matter why you
want to learn javascript the javascript quickstart guide has you covered extensive examples screenshots of
what you should see makes this book like having an javascript guru right over your shoulder while you learn
every web developer must known javascript if want to really be considered a professional javascript is ones of
the most in demand programming languages at the moment and is one of the most sought after skills for
developers not only is javascript highly marketable it is one of the most fun programming languages to learn
javascript quickstart guide has been specifically designed by javascript experts with ease of learning in mind to
ensure you don t get stuck lost or lose hope in the learning process never again will you need to waste your
time searching the internet watching youtube videos and paying crazy amounts of money for online courses
who is this for people with zero to little javascript experience javascript experts looking to brush up on the
basics people looking to learn javascript for fun people looking to learn javascript for a career what you ll learn
foundational javascript terminology explained condtional loop statements creating and controlling functions
fundamental document object model concepts event types how to react to events the top mistakes to avoid that
those new to javascript make much much more
Quickstart Guide to Songwriting 2015-06-18 master adobe s friendliest tool for editing photos and making digital
artwork photoshop elements 2022 quickly and easily with step by step tutorials and full color images visual
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quickstart guides provide an easy visual approach to learning using tightly integrated video images and text
purchase of the book includes access to the free edition which features more than three hours of video
enhancing and expanding the information in the text concise steps and explanations guide you through the
foundations of using adobe photoshop elements 2022 getting you up and running in no time adobe photoshop
elements has many of the same features as its older brother but with a simpler streamlined interface designed
for both the casual photographer and the serious hobbyist learn how to use new slideshow styles extend photo
backgrounds manipulate overlays to fit any shape apply moving animations render your compositions with an
art filter
JavaScript QuickStart Guide 2021-12-31 paralyzed with fear can t get started never again what if we could
put our new team members into action immediately how with the exact words to say and the exact activities to
do in just a few minutes our quick start instructions can help our new team members find the perfect prospects
close them and avoid embarrassment and rejection our new team members have never done network
marketing before let s shorten their learning curve while helping them get results in the first 24 hours as with
any profession there are many skills to learn when we start a network marketing career but we don t have to
learn them all right away with just a few basic mindsets and phrases our new team members can build a
business while they learn their new profession to start immediately they need to learn how to say the right
words in the first 10 seconds avoid rejection never set off the dreaded salesman alarm get others to point them
to high quality prospects who are ready to take action get appointments immediately give short answers to the
biggest objections talk about problems not solutions create better results with level six communication follow up
in minutes not hours address the five trigger points prospects use to make their final decision our new team
members are at the peak of their enthusiasm now let s give them the fast start skills to kick start their business
immediately
Adobe Photoshop Elements Visual QuickStart Guide 2019-11-02 sourced from over twenty years of firsthand
experience working with entrepreneurs new ventures and high growth startups author ken colwell phd mba has
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the answers in his comprehensive starting a business quickstart guide ken colwell concisely presents the core
fundamentals that all new entrepreneurs need to know to get started find success and live the life of their
dreams business and entrepreneurship students small business owners managers and soon to be entrepreneurs
will all find a wealth of value within the pages of the starting a business quickstart guide
Quick Start Guide for Network Marketing 2019-02-25 master html and css fundamentals to create beautiful
websites the best book on the market for modern web design fundamentals every one of the over 4 billion
webpages online today use html markup language to display its content html is everywhere experienced
developers know that a mastery of html and css fundamentals is not only an essential web design skill but also
the solid foundation of a robust coding skillset in html css quickstart guide author instructor and 10 year fortune
500 tech company veteran david durocher breaks down html5 and css3 fundamentals manageable practical and
engaging segments designed for first time developers david s unique and engaging approach to teaching html
and css principles means that readers are ready to start designing from the very first chapter without enduring
an avalanche of boring jargon or dry technobabble use the enclosed bonus digital asset access to go beyond the
book with your own hands on project github code repository online tools resources and more no matter whether
you are a student jobseeker looking to improve your resume freelancer designer experienced developer or just
someone who wants to create their own website from scratch everything you need to know is right here in this
book truly anyone at any stage of their lives can learn to code html and css are the perfect starting point on that
journey easy to learn easy to implement html css open the door to a world of coding possibilities html css
quickstart guide is perfect for full stack developers looking to brush up on their front end development skills
jobseekers looking to increase the value of their resume artists bloggers and digital entrepreneurs who want to
customize their web presence wordpress shopify and squarespace users who want to tweak templates and
make them their own anyone who wants to create attractive responsive and modern websites with no prior
experience needed html css quickstart guide covers html and css for beginners all of the core html and css
fundamentals you need to know in one place html tags css elements css styling and exactly how to fit the
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pieces together futureproofing how to design sites that look great on any browser any device how to save time
using best practices to produce clean and tidy code formatting sizing fonts images multimedia forms sprites and
gradients all of the tools you need to make your website 100 your own html and css quickstart guide will teach
you modern design fundamentals how to use the powerful combination of html5 and css3 to build functional and
responsive web pages site structure and responsive design principles how to format html and css markup to
produce attractive web sites and web pages that look great on any browser and any device breathing life into
your projects how to incorporate forms multimedia elements special characters and more into your web projects
correct markup best practices how to efficiently use css and html together to produce clean professional html
documents using industry standard tools such as github html and css for beginners html and css elements
formatting padding gradients menus testing debugging keeping your site s code up to date and more all
supported with abundant visual examples and a practical hands on project lifetime access to free html and css
digital assets a complete hands on project using an industry standard github code repository along with a
complete online html css and web design resource library web development cheat sheets and more
Starting a Business QuickStart Guide 2021-01-25 learn development skills and improve productivity when
programming in microsoft dynamics nav 2018 the popular enterprise resourse planning management system
used across a variety of industries for business process management key featuressolve common business
problems with the valuable features and flexibility of dynamics navunderstand the structure of nav database
how documents and business entities are mapped to db tablesdesign user interface and bind the presentation
layer with the data storagebook description microsoft dynamics nav is an enterprise resource planning erp
software suite for organizations the system offers specialized functionality for manufacturing distribution
government retail and other industries this book gets you started with its integrated development environment
for solving problems by customizing business processes this book introduces the nav development environment
c side it gives an overview of the internal system language and the most essential development tools the book
will enable the reader to customize and extend nav functionality with c al code design a user interface through
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pages create role centers and build advanced reports in microsoft visual studio by the end of the book you will
have learned how to extend the nav data model how to write and debug custom code and how to exchange
data with external applications what you will learnmanage nav server configuration with microsoft management
consolemanage nav installation with the nav administration shellcreate integration events and extend
functionality via the nav event modelrun xml ports from c al codedesign reports and write client code in rdlc
expressionswho this book is for this book is for experienced nav users who have an understanding of basic
programming concepts familiarity with nav development environment or its internal development language c al
is not expected
HTML & CSS QuickStart Guide 2018-12-27 next js is a powerful addition to the evergrowing and dynamic
javascript world built on top of react webpack and babel it is a minimalistic framework for server rendered
universal javascript applications this book will show you the best practices of building sites using next js
enabling you to build seo friendly and super fast websites
Microsoft Dynamics NAV Development Quick Start Guide 2018-07-26 build vue apps the right way using vue cli
3 understand how the building blocks of vue cli 3 work including npm webpack babel eslint plugins gui testing
and scss import third party libraries and maintain your project key featureslearn to work with vue cli 3 both on
the command line and with a guimanage vuejs apps settings vue plugins and third party libraries learn how to
build vue apps from scratch using webpack babel es6 vue router jest cypress scss and gitbook description the
sprawling landscape of various tools in javascript web development is becoming overwhelming this book will
show you how vue cli 3 can help you take back control of the tool chain to that end we ll begin by configuring
webpack utilizing hmr and using single file vue components we ll also use scss ecmascript and typescript we ll
unit test with jest and perform e2e testing with cypress this book will show you how to configure vue cli as your
default way of building vue projects you ll discover the reasons behind using webpack babel eslint and other
modern javascript toolchain technologies you ll learn about the inner workings of each through the lens of vue
cli 3 we ll explore the extendibility of vue cli with the built in settings and various core and third party plugins
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vue cli helps you work with vue components routers directives and services in the vue ecosystem while learning
these concepts you ll examine the evolution of javascript you ll learn about use of npm iifes modules in
javascript common js modules task runners npm scripts module bundlers and webpack you ll get familiar with
the reasons why vue cli 3 is set up the way it is you ll also learn to perform linting with eslint and prettier
towards the end we ll introduce you to working with styles and scss finally we ll show you how to deploy your
very own vue project on github pages what you will learnwork with nvm install node js and npm use vue cli 3
with no configuration via the command line and the graphical user interfacebuild a vue project from scratch
using npm and webpack and learn about hot module replacementwork with babel settings configurations and
presetswork with vue plugins including testing plugins such as jest and cypresswrite run and watch unit and e2e
tests using tdd assertions in the red green refactor cyclework with vue router and use nested lazy loading and
dynamic routesadd scss to your projects and work with third party vue pluginsdeploy your vue apps to github
pageswho this book is for this book is for existing web developers and developers who are new to web
development you must be familiar with html css and javascript programming basic knowledge of the command
line will be helpful but is not necessary
Next.js Quick Start Guide 2019-05-02 get this fast start guide to learn windows 7 quickly windows 7 is more
customizable than any earlier release of the microsoft windows operating system powerful features and options
combined with traditional favorites allow you to work in new ways you can perform tasks more efficiently and
you can optimize and customize the operating system in many ways teaching you how to make windows 7 work
the way you want it to is what this book is all about if you were moving in to a house apartment or dorm room
you would want to make the space your own we do the same with just about everything in our lives yet
surprisingly few people take the time to make their virtual space their own which can make using a computer a
frustrating experience one of the ways to make windows 7 your own is to customize the interface in any
operating system the interface is everything that connects you to your computer and its basic elements
including the desktop the menu system and the taskbar the way these essential elements look depends on
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appearance settings the way they behave depends on customization settings associated with your user account
Vue CLI 3 Quick Start Guide 2014-05-15 learn how to use unreal engine 4 by building 3d and multiplayer games
using blueprints key featureslearn the fundamentals of unreal engine such as project templates blueprints and c
learn to design games use umg to create menus and huds and replication to create multiplayer gamesbuild
dynamic game elements using animation blueprints and behavior treesbook description unreal engine is a
popular game engine for developers to build high end 2d and 3d games this book is a practical guide starting off
by quickly introducing you to the unreal engine 4 ue4 ecosystem you will learn how to create blueprints and c
code to define your game s functionality you will be familiarized with the core systems of ue4 such as umg
animation blueprints and behavior trees you will also learn how to use replication to create multiplayer games
by the end of this book you will have a broad solid knowledge base to expand upon on your journey with ue4
what you will learnuse project templates to give your game a head startcreate custom blueprints and c classes
and extend from epic s base classesuse umg to create menus and huds for your gamecreate more dynamic
characters using animation blueprintslearn how to create complex ai with behavior treesuse replication to
create multiplayer gamesoptimize test and deploy a ue4 projectwho this book is for readers who already have
some game development experience and unity users who would like to try ue4 will all benefit from this book
knowledge of basic object oriented programming topics such as variables functions and classes is assumed
Windows 7 Fast Start 2019-05-31 if we look back at the history of industrial revolutions manufacturing had great
changes from the first industrial revolution to the upcoming fourth industrial revolution which is also called as
industry 4 0 there is a quite a lot of buzzes on this fourth industrial revolution as it will make the operations
transparent agile streamlined effective quicker and with better quality so many of us are interested to know
what is this industry 4 0 and how it would operate hence here is my 11th book quick start guide to industry 4 0
which would give you decent knowledge about the next industrial revolution explaining its it technologies
connectivity processes machinery principles approach for building a smart factory challenges and many more
interesting topics
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Unreal Engine 4 Game Development Quick Start Guide 2018-05-11 the quick start guide to podcasting will help
you understand the practical tasks that need to be completed in order to create easily downloable audio and
visual material for the web
Android Quickstart Guide, Lollipop Android 5.0 2010 leverage the power of tensorflow to create powerful
software agents that can self learn to perform real world tasks key featuresexplore efficient reinforcement
learning algorithms and code them using tensorflow and pythontrain reinforcement learning agents for
problems ranging from computer games to autonomous driving formulate and devise selective algorithms and
techniques in your applications in no time book description advances in reinforcement learning algorithms have
made it possible to use them for optimal control in several different industrial applications with this book you
will apply reinforcement learning to a range of problems from computer games to autonomous driving the book
starts by introducing you to essential reinforcement learning concepts such as agents environments rewards
and advantage functions you will also master the distinctions between on policy and off policy algorithms as
well as model free and model based algorithms you will also learn about several reinforcement learning
algorithms such as sarsa deep q networks dqn deep deterministic policy gradients ddpg asynchronous
advantage actor critic a3c trust region policy optimization trpo and proximal policy optimization ppo the book
will also show you how to code these algorithms in tensorflow and python and apply them to solve computer
games from openai gym finally you will also learn how to train a car to drive autonomously in the torcs racing
car simulator by the end of the book you will be able to design build train and evaluate feed forward neural
networks and convolutional neural networks you will also have mastered coding state of the art algorithms and
also training agents for various control problems what you will learnunderstand the theory and concepts behind
modern reinforcement learning algorithmscode state of the art reinforcement learning algorithms with discrete
or continuous actionsdevelop reinforcement learning algorithms and apply them to training agents to play
computer gamesexplore dqn ddqn and dueling architectures to play atari s breakout using tensorflowuse a3c to
play cartpole and lunarlandertrain an agent to drive a car autonomously in a simulatorwho this book is for data
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scientists and ai developers who wish to quickly get started with training effective reinforcement learning
models in tensorflow will find this book very useful prior knowledge of machine learning and deep learning
concepts as well as exposure to python programming will be useful
Quick Start Guide to Industry 4. 0 2019-03-30 the easiest way to learn lua programming key features the easiest
way to learn lua coding use the lua standard libraries and debug lua code embed lua as a scripting language
using the lua c api book description lua is a small powerful and extendable scripting programming language that
can be used for learning to program and writing games and applications or as an embedded scripting language
there are many popular commercial projects that allow you to modify or extend them through lua scripting and
this book will get you ready for that this book is the easiest way to learn lua it introduces you to the basics of lua
and helps you to understand the problems it solves you will work with the basic language features the libraries
lua provides and powerful topics such as object oriented programming every aspect of programming in lua
variables data types functions tables arrays and objects is covered in sufficient detail for you to get started you
will also find out about lua s module system and how to interface with the operating system after reading this
book you will be ready to use lua as a programming language to write code that can interface with the operating
system automate tasks make playable games and much more this book is a solid starting point for those who
want to learn lua in order to move onto other technologies such as love2d or roblox a quick start guide is a
focused shorter title that provides a faster paced introduction to a technology it is designed for people who don
t need all the details at this point in their learning curve this presentation has been streamlined to concentrate
on the things you really need to know what you will learn understand the basics of programming the lua
language understand how to use tables the data structure that makes lua so powerful understand object
oriented programming in lua using metatables understand standard lua libraries for math file io and more
manipulate string data using lua understand how to debug lua applications quickly and effciently understand
how to embed lua into applications with the lua c api who this book is for this book is for developers who want to
get up and running with lua this book is ideal for programmers who want to learn to embed lua in their own
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applications as well as for beginner programmers who have never coded before
A Quick Start Guide to Podcasting 2018-07-27 android quickstart guide english android 6 0 marshmallow
TensorFlow Reinforcement Learning Quick Start Guide 2015-10-05 arduino is an open source platform
that makes diy electronics projects easier than ever gone are the days when you had to learn electronics theory
and arcane programming languages before you could even get an led to blink now with this new edition of the
bestsellingarduino a quick start guide readers with no electronics experience can create their first gadgets
quickly this book is up to date for the new arduino zero board with step by step instructions for building a
universal remote a motion sensing game controller and many other fun useful projects this quick start guide is
packed with fun useful devices to create with step by step instructions and photos throughout you ll learn how
to connect your arduino to the internet and program both client and server applications you ll build projects
such as your own motion sensing game controller with a three axis accelerometer create a universal remote
with an arduino and a few cheap parts build your own burglar alarm that emails you whenever someone s
moving in your living room build binary dice and learn how to solder in one of several new projects in this
edition you ll create your own video game console that you can connect to your tv set this book is completely
updated for the new arduino zero board and the latest advances in supporting software and tools for the arduino
sidebars throughout the book point you to exciting real world projects using the arduino exercises extend your
skills and what if it doesn t work sections help you troubleshoot common problems with this book beginners can
quickly join the worldwide community of hobbyists and professionals who use the arduino to prototype and
develop fun useful inventions what you need this is the full list of all parts you d need for all projects in the book
some of these are provided as part of various kits that are available on the web or you can purchase individually
sources include adafruit com makershed com radioshack com sparkfun com and mouser com please note we do
not support or endorse any of these vendors but we list them here as aconvenience for you arduino zero or uno
or duemilanove or diecimila board usb cable half size breadboard pack of leds at least 3 10 or more is a good
idea pack of 100 ohm 10k ohm and 1k ohm resistors four pushbuttons breadboard jumper wire connector wire
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parallax ping sensor passive infrared sensor an infrared led a 5v servo motor analog devices tmp36
temperature sensor adxl335 accelerometer breakout board 6 pin 0 1 standard header might be included with
the adxl335 nintendo nunchuk controller arduino ethernet shield arduino proto shield and a tiny breadboard
optional but recommended piezo speaker buzzer optional tilt sensor optional a 25 30 watts soldering iron with a
tip preferrably 1 16 a soldering stand and a sponge a standard 60 40 solder rosin core spool for electronics work
Lua Quick Start Guide 2015-01-20 a brief beautiful introduction to design thinking that inspires business
creativity and innovative solutions the design thinking quick start guide a 6 step process for generating and
implementing creative solutionsshows you how you and your team can become more creative this book
presents methods you can use to innovate playfully and enjoyably the design thinking quick start guide is full of
practical tools and activities like the 6 3 5 method of brainstorming to help you and your team get creative for
each of the six steps in the design thinking process the authors offer two warm ups that get teams ready to
contribute and arrive at innovative solutions spur innovation with checklists for brainstorming and
implementation learn how to generate new ideas lead your team in a proven process for doing creative work
whether you re new to design thinking or experienced the clearly outlined steps in this guide will inspire you to
create and implement great ideas
Android Quick Start Guide, Android 6.0 (Marshmallow) 2020-02-11 develop and build your docker images and
deploy your docker containers securely key featureslearn docker installation on different types of osget started
with developing docker imagesuse docker with your jenkins ci cd systembook description docker is an open
source software platform that helps you with creating deploying and running your applications using containers
this book is your ideal introduction to docker and containerization you will learn how to set up a docker
development environment on a linux mac or windows workstation and learn your way around all the commands
to run and manage your docker images and containers you will explore the dockerfile and learn how to build
your own enterprise grade docker images then you will learn about docker networks docker swarm and docker
volumes and how to use these features with docker stacks in order to define deploy and maintain highly
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scalable fault tolerant multi container applications finally you will learn how to leverage docker with jenkins to
automate the building of docker images and the deployment of docker containers by the end of this book you
will be well prepared when it comes to using docker for your next project what you will learnset up your docker
workstation on various platformsutilize a number of docker commands with parameterscreate docker images
using dockerfileslearn how to create and use docker volumesdeploy multi node docker swarm
infrastructurecreate and use docker local and remote networksdeploy multi container applications that are ha
and ftuse jenkins to build and deploy docker imageswho this book is for this guide is for anyone who needs to
make a quick decision about using docker for their next project it is for developers who want to get started
using docker right away
Arduino: A Quick-Start Guide 2018-11-29 learn php programming the quick and easy way with php for the
visual quickstart guide readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language or look
up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know this task based visual reference guide uses step by step
instructions and plenty of screenshots to teach beginning and intermediate users this popular open source
scripting language author larry ullman guides readers through the ins and outs of both php 5 and php 7 and
offers more efficient ways to tackle common needs both beginning users who want a thorough introduction to
the technology and more intermediate users who are looking for a convenient reference will find what they need
here in straightforward language and through readily accessible examples easy visual approach uses
demonstrations and real world examples to guide you through dynamic web development using php and show
you what to do step by step concise steps and explanations let you get up and running in no time essential
reference guide keeps you coming back again and again whether you re a programming newbie or an
experienced veteran learning php for the first time this book will teach you all you need to know including the
latest changes in php and more efficient ways to tackle common needs
The Design Thinking Quick Start Guide 2016-07-25 step through loading gis data creating gis data styling gis
and making maps with qgis following a simple narrative that will allow you to build confidence as you progress
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key featureswork with gis data a step by step guide from creation to making a mapperform geoprocessing tasks
and automate them using model builderexplore a range of features in qgis 3 4 discover the power behind open
source desktop gisbook description qgis is a user friendly open source geographic information system gis the
popularity of open source gis and qgis in particular has been growing rapidly over the last few years this book is
designed to help beginners learn about all the tools required to use qgis 3 4 this book will provide you with clear
step by step instructions to help you apply your gis knowledge to qgis you begin with an overview of qgis 3 4
and its installation you will learn how to load existing spatial data and create vector data from scratch you will
then be creating styles and labels for maps the final two chapters demonstrate the processing toolbox and
include a brief investigation on how to extend qgis throughout this book we will be using the geopackage format
and we will also discuss how qgis can support many different types of data finally you will learn where to get
help and how to become engaged with the gis community what you will learnuse existing data to interact with
the canvas via zoom pan selectioncreate vector data and a geopackage and build a simple project around
itstyle data both vector and raster data using the layer styling paneldesign label save and export maps using
the data you have createdanalyze spatial queries using the processing toolboxexpand qgis with the help of
plugins model builder and the command linewho this book is for if you know the basic functions and processes
of gis and want to learn to use qgis to analyze geospatial data and create rich mapping applications then this is
the book for you
Docker Quick Start Guide 2019-01-31 perform efficient fast text representation and classification with facebook
s fasttext library key features introduction to facebook s fasttext library for nlp perform efficient word
representations sentence classification vector representation build better more scalable solutions for text
representation and classification book description facebook s fasttext library handles text representation and
classification used for natural language processing nlp most organizations have to deal with enormous amounts
of text data on a daily basis and gaining efficient data insights requires powerful nlp tools such as fasttext this
book is your ideal introduction to fasttext you will learn how to create fasttext models from the command line
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without the need for complicated code you will explore the algorithms that fasttext is built on and how to use
them for word representation and text classification next you will use fasttext in conjunction with other popular
libraries and frameworks such as keras tensorflow and pytorch finally you will deploy fasttext models to mobile
devices by the end of this book you will have all the required knowledge to use fasttext in your own applications
at work or in projects what you will learn create models using the default command line options in fasttext
understand the algorithms used in fasttext to create word vectors combine command line text transformation
capabilities and the fasttext library to implement a training validation and prediction pipeline explore word
representation and sentence classification using fasttext use gensim and spacy to load the vectors transform
lemmatize and perform other nlp tasks efficiently develop a fasttext nlp classifier using popular frameworks
such as keras tensorflow and pytorch who this book is for this book is for data analysts data scientists and
machine learning developers who want to perform efficient word representation and sentence classification
using facebook s fasttext library basic knowledge of python programming is required
PHP for the Web 2018-07-26
QGIS Quick Start Guide
fastText Quick Start Guide
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